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Our
Vision

Creating and enabling customer-centric, 
research and innovation-focused, global 
technopreneurs who would be the key 
drivers of the communication technology 
industry.

Our
Mission

To deliver quality and innovative training 
to mould world-class technopreneurs. 
Assure eco-friendly, reliable diagnosis and 
fixing of all smart and new-generation 
communication devices. Manufacturing 
high-quality tools and supply of spare to 
the communication industry.



Britco & Bridco, The First and Exclusive 
Mobile Phone Institute in India, established 
in the year 1998 in Kottakkal, Kerala, the 
well-known Ayurvedic town, has the largest 
service center network in Asia. For Kerala 
Government Certificate Engineering 
programs, Britco & Bridco is a recognized 
institution by the Board of Technical Educa-
tion, Government of Kerala.

Britco & Bridco operates throughout North 
India through its Karol Bagh, New Delhi, 
Master Franchisee. The company's overseas 
franchisee in Deira, Dubai, is in charge of the 
GCC activities. By the end of 2015, Britco & 
Bridco established linked institutes in 
Sydney, Australia, and Hargeisa, Somaliland, 
Eastern Africa, along with approved service 
and training centres in Manama, Bahrain, 
and Jeddah, Saudi Arabia.

The company expanded throughout the 
years, not just in terms of training but also in 
terms of producing tools for repairing 
mobile phones. We have our own sibling 
companies that cooperate with UNITEL 
PRIVATE LIMITED, NEW DELHI to manufacture 
and wholesale distribute tools and spare 
parts under the names B Trend and M Tool.

In addition to that, the Kerala Industrial Infra-
structure Development Corporation (KIN-
FRA), Kakkancheri, Malappuram District, 
Kerala, a premier IT Park of the Government 
of Kerala, established an online company 
called ‘SOFTIBAY’ (www.softibay.com), deal-
ing exclusively in technology products 
produced by us. An android platform applica-
tion named SOFTIBAY serves a variety of 
purposes including live TV, newspapers, 
sports, live radio, shows, religion, etc.

Under Britco & Bridco, there is a division 
known as "TECH SHOPPE" that handles the 
installation and assembly of solar power, 
home and o�ce automation, CCTV, and 
other security-related equipment. The compa-
ny also participates in a variety of IT-related 
projects as a project consultant.

A Service Center Management Software was 
developed by Britco and Bridco for the 
e�cient management of mobile and smart-
phone service centers. Partnering with Britco 
& Bridco ensures the creation of a technically 
competent and financially appealing compa-
ny package, allowing an entrepreneur to save 
a significant amount of money, time, and 
e�ort.

About us

As Britco and Bridco qualified, I swear to keep ethics, values and morals. I will safeguard the 
privacy of my clients, the interest of the society and the country. I also support an eco-friendly globe.

THE OATH
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OUR
SERVICES

Learning smartphone technology in the 
smart era can help you succeed in life as a 
national and worldwide entrepreneur. 
Digital PGSM (Programmable GSM) 
equipment is used during training led by 
knowledgeable instructors.

COURSES

We provide qualified service engineers, 
instructors, front o�ce specialists, manag-
ers, etc., both in India and overseas to run 
our smartphone service Alumni.

SERVICE ENGINEER

All smart gadgets, including smartphones 
and tablets, are professionally repaired by 
qualified technicians, who also ensure 
consumer privacy and address any 
questions they may have.

REPAIRING

In order to succeed as an entrepreneur in 
the cutting-edge, rapidly expanding 
technology sector, Britco & Bridco o�ers 
wise guidance and support for starting a 
mobile phone store, accessories store, tool 
store, training facility, service facility, etc.

GUIDANCE & SUPPORT
An organization dedicated to research and 
development that creates mobile phone 
accessories and studies cutting-edge 
repair solutions as well as seasonal shifts in 
the market is run by experienced 
engineers.

R&D

The mobile phone repairing industry faces a 
lack of quality tools and spare parts. Britco & 
Bridco build supply chains by creating, 
distributing, and selling top-notch machin-
ery, authentic spare parts, and tried-and-true 
tools with the greatest after-sale assistance. 

TOOLS & SPARE PARTS

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer 
adipiscing elit, sed diam nonummy nibh 
euismod tincidunt ut 
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KERALA

Britco & Bridco, Kerala is one of the first mobile repair and training institutes locat-

ed in Kottakkal, Malappuram, India. It was established in 1998 as a mobile service 

business and later opened its first institute in 2000. The Kottakkal institute, which 

serves as the company's headquarters, offers excellent facilities including class-

rooms, laboratories, administration areas, and refreshment facilities. Students 

coming from distant areas can also take advantage of the hostel facilities provid-

ed by the institute.

Equipped with state-of-the-art equipment, Britco & Bridco provides high-quality 

training on mobile and smartphone devices. Britco takes pride in its experienced

faculty members who ensure that 

students receive a top-notch educa-

tion. Additionally, Britco & Bridco oper-

ates sales, service, and spare part cen-

tres in both Kottakkal and Tirur. As one 

of the best smartphone repairing 

course providers in Kottakkal, Britco & 

Bridco has earned a strong reputation 

for student placements. 

Britco and Bridco, Kottakkal



As Delhi is the business capital for the mobile phone industry, Britco & Bridco made the 

decision to establish themselves in Delhi with the goal of establishing the brand through-

out the country. In April 2001, Britco & Bridco opened a service centre in Karol Bagh and 

later started the Institute in June 2002.

For new business owners setting up mobile phone sales and servicing showrooms, Britco 

& Bridco, Delhi o�ers full technical and marketing help. Britco & Bridco provides assistance 

to those who are interested in the industry by o�ering advice and consultation on decor, 

electrification, computer setup, sta� selection, stationery goods, tools, instruments, mobile 

phones, SIM cards, cash cards, accessories, spare parts, etc. The technicians of such agen-

cies receive group talks and training from Britco & Bridco once every six months in Delhi.

Britco and Bridco, Delhi

NATIONAL
britco.co.in



Britco & Bridco’s mobile repairing institute in Guwahati, Assam was established in 

January 2023. Britco provides comprehensive courses and practical training to 

students, enabling them to repair various mobile devices and access promising 

career prospects. With experienced trainers, Britco & Bridco equips students with 

the necessary skills. Britco’s global presence caters to the demand for skilled tech-

nicians worldwide. And also offer high-quality spare parts and tools, solidifying 

Britco’s position as the preferred choice for mobile repairing in Assam.

Britco and Bridco, Guwahati, Assam 

Britco & Bridco Hyderabad stands out as a leading institution, equipped with 

cutting-edge facilities, dedicated to providing comprehensive training for various 

mobile and smart devices. Renowned for its exceptional faculty members, who 

possess extensive qualifications and experience, Britco guarantees top-notch educa-

tion for its students. Students can rest assured that enrolling in a course at Britco & 

Bridco Hyderabad will empower them with the essential expertise and understand-

ing to flourish in the field of mobile phone repair.

Britco And Bridco, Hyderabad

Britco Lucknow o�ers comprehensive courses and practical training for students to 

repair mobile devices and pursue rewarding careers. With experienced trainers and 

skilled technicians, Britco & Bridco equips students with the necessary expertise. 

Britco’s smartphone technology institute in Lucknow provides industry-focused 

training, preparing students for successful careers in the dynamic field of smart-

phone technology.

Britco And Bridco, Lucknow



INTERNATIONAL

Britco and Bridco have been serving in Dubai, UAE since 2004. Britco considers 

Dubai City as key hub for global operations. With a retail outlet and an authorized 

service centre, Britco offers a unique advantage by providing original spare parts 

for branded mobiles. 

At Britco & Bridco's smartphone technology institute in Dubai, students benefit 

from state-of-the-art facilities and a comprehensive curriculum. The institute is 

dedicated to equipping aspiring professionals with the skills and knowledge 

required in the ever-evolving world of smartphone technology. With a focus on 

practical training, students have access to advanced tools and equipment, ensur-

ing they receive hands-on experience in high-quality repairs.

Britco and Bridco, Dubai
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Britco & Bridco, Kerala is one of the first mobile repair and training institutes locat-

ed in Kottakkal, Malappuram, India. It was established in 1998 as a mobile service 

business and later opened its first institute in 2000. The Kottakkal institute, which 

serves as the company's headquarters, offers excellent facilities including class-

rooms, laboratories, administration areas, and refreshment facilities. Students 

coming from distant areas can also take advantage of the hostel facilities provid-

ed by the institute.

Britco And Bridco, Ivory Coast, Africa

Britco and Bridco’s institute in Sydney, Australia o�ers exceptional mobile and smart-

phone repair training courses. With state-of-the-art facilities, Britco & Bridco Sydney 

provides advanced training on all types of mobile and smart devices. Britco’s insti-

tute in Sydney, Australia prides itself on having highly qualified and experienced 

faculty members who ensure the quality of education received by students. 

Britco & Bridco, Sydney has quickly established a strong reputation and gained 

public recognition due to its track record of success. Students can trust that com-

pleting the course at Britco & Bridco Sydney equips them with the necessary skills 

and knowledge for a thriving career in mobile phone repair.

Equipped with state-of-the-art equipment, Britco & Bridco provides high-quality 

training on mobile and smartphone devices. Britco takes pride in its experienced

Britco And Bridco, Sydney, Australia



Discover the leading provider of comprehensive smartphone repair training at Britco. Our 
renowned program covers hardware and software troubleshooting, repair techniques, 
and customer service, enabling students to tackle common smartphone issues confident-
ly. Our expert instructors o�er personalized attention and support, ensuring an exception-
al training experience. With hands-on practice, real-world scenarios, and cutting-edge 
technology, Britco is your gateway to success in this exciting and growing field.

Experience High-Quality
Smartphone Repair Training with Britco

A foundational training for those new to the smartphone sector is the Smartphone Foun-
dation Program Online (SFPO). Students from high school, plus one, plus two, colleges, 
those enrolled in other courses, non-residents planning to open their own businesses, 
and those with an interest in smartphone technology can all enroll in this course.

This course explains the fundamentals of smartphones, the fundamentals of elec-
tronics, how to identify common smartphone defects, and simple ways for fixing 
them. The course includes training on front o�ce administration and shore man-
agement as well as speaker-mic replacement and combo display replacement.

In order to give Plus Two students chances in this field and technical training in 
fundamental computing, electronics, communication, etc,

Britco and Bridco launched the 
Smartphone Technology Founda-
tion program in November 2017.

Plus-two students' academic prog-
ress won't be hampered by taking 
this 30-hour foundation course. It is 
meant to be studied on weekends 
and after school. Students who are 
studying commerce or humanities 
in plus two are given priority.

SMARTPHONE FOUNDATION 
PROGRAMME ONLINESFPO

TRAINING

Online learning of smartphone technology 

britco.co.in



COURSES AND PACKAGES 

CERTIFIED
DIGITAL TECHNICIAN 3-5 Months

COURSE DURATION

Course to become a smartphone technician

Those who successfully complete the course may go on to enhance their education, launch their 
own business, or find employment. Learning using programmable GSM kit, video class, and tab 
technology for augmented reality (AR) and virtual reality (VR).

CDT 

BRITCO CERTIFIED
DIGITAL PROFESSIONAL 4-6 Months

COURSE DURATION

Britco & Bridco Accredited Certificate Course

BCDP certificate is obtained after CDT followed by service center practice, revision, and further
examination. Those who successfully complete the course will get BQC (Britco Qualified Technician
Certificate) and Alumni Card in addition to the BCDP certificate. Students who complete BCDP
can switch to Britco and Bridco entrepreneurship packages, and they have an opportunity to apply
for franchises, get national and international training, and a chance to become Britco and Bridco faculty.

BCDP

22-25 MonthsBRITCO ENTREPRENEURSHIP
PROMOTION PACKAGEBEPP

Packages to become an international entrepreneur

After completing BCDP, through the Institute of Mobile Phone Technology Pvt Ltd (IMPT)
in New Delhi, students can continue their education with training from any state of India
with a stipend. Additionally, a project to develop international entrepreneurs using work
and experience opportunities o�ered by Dubai Britco and Bridco.

COURSE DURATION



Totally free package
 
Fully free study in Kerala for economically backward and then further study and training with 
stipend in any state of India through Institute of Mobile Phone Technology Pvt Ltd (IMPT) in 
New Delhi. Then a project to make a global entrepreneur by providing work and experience 
through Dubai Britco and Bridco. Those who completed the course successfully will be          
provided with a diploma certificate, experience certificate, level certificate, BQC (Britco          
Qualified  Technician Certificate), and an Alumni card of Britco and Bridco.

BRITCO CHARITABLE
EMPLOYMENT PACKAGEBCEP

No Fee Entrepreneurship Package for BCDP/CDT passers

After completing BCDP/CDT, through the Institute of Mobile Phone Technology Pvt Ltd (IMPT) 
in New Delhi, students can continue their education with training from any state of India with 
a stipend without paying any fees. Additionally, a project to develop international entrepre-
neurs using work and experience opportunities o�ered by Dubai Britco and Bridco. Those who 
completed the course successfully will be provided with a diploma certificate, experience certif-
icate, level certificate, BQC (Britco Qualified Technician Certificate), and an Alumni card of 

BRITCO ENTREPRENEURSHIP
PROMOTION PACKAGE 33-45

COURSE DURATION

BEPP 52-55 Months
40-43 Months

Employment package for POLY DIPLOMA/ITI/ KGCE passers

Students who have obtained Electronics Diploma Trade Certificate will be selected for an 
employment package after a written test and interview. The training will be from 6 months to 
9 months. A stipend is given during the training period followed by a job in Britco and Bridco 
or a�liated institutions. In addition to training, after completing 3 years will be considered for 

COURSE DURATIONBRITCO
EMPLOYMENT PACKAGE 1Year 2Years 3Years

britco.co.in



Why Britco and Bridco?
• India's first mobile phone training institute started in 1998.

• Job and direct overseas opportunities for all students.

• Over 10,000 alumni worldwide.

• Study in Kerala, get trained all around India and work abroad.

• Service center networks spread across India.

• Students come to school from every state in India and abroad.

•       The institute has assisted the alumni in finding successful employment and starting    
 their  own businesses in all districts of Kerala, all Indian states, and Gulf nations.

• Technology training for a typical student to learn about the technologies used in mobile  
 phones with the help of a Programmable GSM Kit and video is only available at 
 Britco and Bridco.

• A separate system is available in Delhi to provide direct National Experience and in Dubai  
 to provide International Experience to each student studying in Britco and Bridco  
 institutes in di�erent districts of Kerala.

• Apart from making students technicians, Britco and Bridco continue to support them by  
 giving them the dream, planning, and confidence to start big companies that manufac ture 
 or distribute mobile phones, accessories, spare parts, tools, etc. & become global entrepreneurs.



Apart from making students technicians, Britco and Bridco continue to support them by giving 

them the dream, planning, and confidence to start big companies that manufacture or distribute 

mobile phones, accessories, spare parts, tools, etc. and become global entrepreneurs.

Opportunity for students to become national entrepreneurs in collaboration with NTEM.

Opportunity to get a job very quickly with smartphone technology training and then become an 
entrepreneur yourself.

Central Govt: Opportunity to get recognized certificate.

World's first Augmented Reality (AR) / Virtual Reality (VR) technology in smartphone training

For the first time in the history of smartphone training, instruction is delivered through augmened 

reality (AR) and virtual reality (VR) technology, making it possible for even the most untrained 

student to learn quickly. This technology is also very simple for any student to comprehend when 

using the Programmable GSM kit created by Britco.

britco.co.in



HIRE FROM US 

Trusted Smartphone Technicians
for Swift and Reliable Repairs

At Britco, we take pride in our team of skilled technicians who have undergone comprehensive 

chip-level and hardware training at Britco and Bridco. Our training ensures that our technicians 

possess the necessary expertise in all aspects of smartphone handling.

Whether you need a smartphone technician for your business, our professionals are well-equipped 

to handle a wide range of software and hardware problems. From simple screen replacements to 

intricate motherboard repairs, our technicians excel in resolving issues e�ciently and e�ectively. 

They have the knowledge and experience to tackle any smartphone problem that comes their way.

At Britco & Bridco, our technicians work diligently to diagnose and fix issues promptly. With our 

expertise, your customers can trust that their smartphones are in capable hands, allowing them 

to swiftly get back to their regular activities. Our commitment to excellence and our technicians' 

comprehensive training set us apart in the smartphone repair industry. 



At Britco, we take pride in being recognized as one of the world's leading institutes and 
service providers for smartphone technology. With our team of highly skilled technicians, 
we o�er exceptional expertise in diagnosing and repairing a wide range of smartphone 
issues. From shattered screens to malfunctioning hardware components, Britco delivers 
high-quality repair services that are e�cient and a�ordable.

Your Trusted SmartphoneTechnology
Institute and Service Provider

Our state-of-the-art facilities are equipped with the latest tools and technology, enabling 

us to provide quick and accurate diagnoses for any smartphone problem. We understand 

the importance of your device in your daily life, which is why we strive to minimize repair 

time without compromising on quality. With Britco, you can expect timely and reliable 

service that gets your smartphone back in your hands as soon as possible.

Cutting-Edge Facilities and Advanced Technology

At Britco, we believe in using only genuine replacement parts to ensure that your device 

functions flawlessly after every repair. We understand that the quality and longevity of 

your smartphone depend on the components used during repairs. By using authentic 

parts, we guarantee that your device will operate at its best, providing you with a sealess 

user experience.

Genuine Replacement Parts for Optimal Performance

With years of experience in the industry, Britco boasts an exceptional team of technicians 
who are experts in their field. Our technicians undergo rigorous training and stay up to 
date with the latest advancements in smartphone technology. Their expertise, combined 
with our commitment to customer satisfaction, makes Britco the go-to destination for 
anyone seeking top-notch smartphone repair services.

Unparalleled Expertise and Customer Satisfaction

REPAIRING
britco.co.in



Britco & Bridco has entered into a strategic partnership with Mtools to address the 

pressing issue of scarcity of high-quality tools and spare parts in the mobile phone 

repairing industry. This collaboration aims to ensure a steady and reliable supply of 

genuine spare parts and thoroughly tested tools. By joining forces with Mtools, a 

trusted provider known for exceptional after-sale support, Britco & Bridco is com-

mitted to enhancing customer satisfaction in the industry.

Under the brand name Britco's Mtools, our partnership o�ers a comprehensive 

range of user-friendly and a�ordable tools and machinery designed to assist both 

individuals and businesses in smartphone repair and maintenance. Our product line 

includes specialized screwdrivers, precision tweezers, and various other essential 

tools required to e�ectively repair and refurbish smartphones. Whether you are a 

professional in the field, you can rely on Mtools to provide reliable solutions that 

meet your repair needs.

Reliable Tools and Spare Parts for Mobile Phone Repairs

When it comes to smartphone repairs, Britco is your trusted partner. Our dedica-
tion to quality, e�cient service, and customer satisfaction sets us apart. Whether 
you need a screen replacement, battery repair, or any other smartphone issue 
resolved, we have the skills, facilities, and genuine parts to deliver outstanding 
results.

Choose Britco for Reliable and Professional 
Smartphone Repairs

TRADING 



TSSC CERTIFICATE
Telecom Sector Skill Council certificate 

Candidates who have a TSSC certificate that has received central 

government clearance are able to obtain embassy attestation in other 

nations and subsequently land jobs and launch businesses. The smart-

phone industry recognizes the TSSC certificate.

Free overseas opportunities and embassy attestation with Britco & 

Bridco National Experience.

Dubai Britco and Bridco provide free overseas opportunities to the 

students who have the Britco and Bridco national experience. Income 

is available according to the qualifications and work experience of the 

students. Also, embassy attestation of foreign countries is available for 

the Diploma Certificate (BEPP) of Britco and Bridco. After receiving certi-

fication from the UAE Embassy, the status of the service engineer and 

his or her family will be made public. Additionally, there are incentives 

for obtaining a UAE visa.

A sense of responsibility for their own family and society is developed, 

and the students are made aware of the duties and responsibilities that 

they should strive for in their own lives, in place of manual labor and a 

certificate, in addition to the necessary technical studies to raise the 

students to the level of entrepreneurship anywhere in the world.

britco.co.in



BUSINESS WITH US 

Britco is pleased to o�er franchise opportunities that provide a solid foundation for franchi-
sees to thrive in their business ventures. Our franchise model is supported by a reliable 
system and a proven concept, ensuring the success of our franchise owners. Join our thriv-
ing network of accomplished franchisees by becoming a part of our team today.

FRANCHISE OPPORTUNITIES FOR SMARTPHONE 
TRAINING INSTITUTES AND SERVICE CENTRES.

EXPERT GUIDANCE AND SUPPORT FOR NEWCOMERS 
IN SMARTPHONE TECHNOLOGY.

Our mission is to empower newcomers in the smartphone technology industry by provid-
ing comprehensive assistance, guidance, and resources. From target market identification 
to business planning and strategy implementation, we support you in starting or enhanc-
ing a service centre. Succeed in this competitive field with our expertise and dedicated 
support.

BUSINESS CONSULTING SERVICES FOR SETTING UP
SMARTPHONE TECHNOLOGY LABS.

Britco specializes in business consulting for newcomers to smartphone technology. Our 
personalized services assist in establishing state-of-the-art labs or institutes. From plan-
ning and design to equipment selection and procurement, we tailor solutions to your 
specific needs. With our support, your lab will be equipped for success, making a notable 
impact in the industry..

DISTRIBUTION OF RELIABLE TOOLS FOR SMARTPHONE 
REPAIR BUSINESSES.

By teaming up with Mtool, a trusted distributor of long-lasting smartphone repair tools, 
entrepreneurs can establish a solid reputation and cultivate a loyal customer following. As 
the demand for repair services increases, o�ering top-quality tools guarantees precise and 
e�cient repairs. Mtool's expertise and assistance simplify the process of starting a profitable 
tool business for those interested in smartphone repair.
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Our Specialities 

First mobile repairing institute in India.

Placement assurance in India or abroad for every student.

Molding each student to become an entrepreneur.

Training in digital classrooms with the help of a programmable GSM kit.

Building confidence in students.

Training in highly sophisticated devices and advanced handsets.

5000+ Alumni around the world.

20+ year of experience.

Backup of 500+ service centers across India.

Technical group discussions.

Conducting Global Alumni Meet every year to explore job and business 
opportunities around the world. 



Proud Moments

For the first time in the field of smartphone training,
Britco and Bridco introduced technology training 
through Augmented Reality (AR) and 
Virtual Reality (VR).

Britco and Bridco become the academic partner of 
TSSC (Telecom Sector Skill Council)

Chrysalis 2020
(Cybersecurity Conference)
An event by Kerala Police in  association with
Britco and Bridco.

National Technology Empowerment Mission. NTEM was
started as CSR Initiative by Britco and Bridco with the
objective of co-ordinating expatriates, successful Keralite
entrepreneurs, and job seekers to mold new business
communities across India.

Conducted several global alumni meetings  and
special events.
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+91 9947656565
+91 483 2744 151

Institute of Mobilephone
Technology Pvt. Ltd.  
Karol Bagh, New Delhi, India

MASTER FRANCHISE

www.britcodelhi.in
delhi@britco.co.in

Kottakkal, Kerala, India 
Britco & Bridco  Pvt. Ltd.

HEAD QUARTER

www.britco.co.in
info@britco.co.in
britco.co.in

Britco & Bridco LLC
Deira, Dubai, U.A.E

ABROAD FRANCHISE

dubai@britco.co.in
britcodubai

www.britcouae.com
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